7 Mistakes
Cancer Patients Make Most
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Educational Purposes Only
The content of this ebook provides general educational information and is
not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease or replace
medical treatment. The content has not been evaluated by any world
health organization. April Wright and Remission for Life do not diagnose
illness and/or disease, and does not claim to prevent or cure any disease
with any of the material or ideas herein.
The content encourages wellness in prevention, active and post cancer
patients, results with these modalities vary, and there is no guarantee,
warranty, or outcome prediction.
The therapies used are never a replacement for medical care. It is the
client’s responsibilities are to contact a healthcare provider and seek
medical attention and care in any case of mental or physical concern and
health issues.
April Wright is NOT a licensed health care practitioner and NOT a licensed
mental health care practitioner and does not practice psychotherapy of any
kind.
April Wright and Remission for Life have no intention to provide specific
medical advice but rather to provide clients information to better
understand their health and their diagnosed conditions or disorders.
Remission for Life does not use any content or product for diagnosis or
treating a medical or health condition. The client agrees that they will not
under any circumstances disregard any professional medical advice or
delay in seeking such advice in reliance on any content provided through
the program she offers. Reliance on any such content is at the client’s own
risk.
This ebook is for general health educational information only. This ebook is
not to be used as a substitute for medical advice, diagnosis, or treatment
of any health condition or problem. Users of this ebook should not rely on
information provided for their own health problems.
Any questions regarding your own health should be addressed to your
own physician or other healthcare providers.
Remission for Life LLC
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s cancer patients, we’re new to the
entire cancer journey. There’s no dress
rehearsal, and we didn’t take a previous class. We
may have been caregivers to a loved one, but
being diagnosed with cancer is entirely new for
most people.
You’re learning everything for the first time.
The worst part is that cancer, as a diagnosis, is
time-sensitive. The sooner you get rid of it, the
better. There are lots of decisions to make, and
you have questions that you’ve never had before.
Questions like:
 Can I heal without chemotherapy?
 What about a mastectomy or lumpectomy?
 Should I change my diet and exercise?
 Should I see a therapist?
There are so many things to consider.

I know!
After speaking with multiple cancer patients, I

“You’re learning

found a common theme of mistakes and
misunderstandings.

everything for
the first time.”
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Many of my clients start out overwhelmed, trying
to process what just happened. Soon, that
emotion evolves into denial, anger, fear, stress,
and sadness.
Least to say it’s challenging to make good
decisions when stress and fear are consuming
you. I get it.
Most cancer patients know the emotional toll but
fail to recognize how their emotions can impact
their decisions.
Below are the top mistakes I see cancer patients
make most during this time of trauma.
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Asking the Wrong Questions
Knowing what questions to ask is critical to your
cancer treatment and care. By having the answers
to your questions, you can make better decisions
about the type of treatment you want and need.
In my cancer resource center, I
provide more than 50 questions
to help patients get the answers
they need. Patients can take this
list to their appointments so,
they don’t forget what they
need to ask. Questions for the
oncologist, surgeon, and
radiologist are all included.
When patients are diagnosed,
one of the most critical
questions for the oncologist is,
"Is my cancer fast-growing
cancer or slow-growing? Once you know how fast
it grows, you'll be in a better place to understand
how much time you have to make critical
decisions about your care.
When my sister was diagnosed with leukemia,
there was very little time to research the disease,
get a second opinion, or look for another doctor.
After testing her blood levels, it was determined
that she needed treatment right away. She was
rushed to a nearby research hospital, where she
began chemotherapy within 48 hours.
My situation was different. Once I was diagnosed
with stage 2 breast cancer, chemotherapy didn't
5
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start for several weeks. Unfortunately, there
wasn't any room at the clinic and an opening
wouldn’t be available for weeks later.
I spent those weeks finding clinical studies,
research papers, and other resources to see if I
could do anything to kill the cancer growing
inside my body.
Luckily, since I already had experience researching
treatment options for my sister, I was able to find
several clinical studies about estrogen-positive
breast cancer quickly, learning what others did to
kill cancer cells.
I was lucky.

Blackberries are delicious and
a good source of EGCG. EGCG
is a proven cancer fighting
nutrient. Make sure the
berries are fresh and raw.
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Choosing the Wrong Supplements
Ensuring your body has the proper nutrients is
key to fighting cancer. Whether you decide to
drink green tea or take medicinal mushrooms,
choosing safe and effective supplements is
integral to any wellness and remission plan.
But how do you know which supplements to take
and which ones to avoid?
In my master class, I provide links to research
studies, clinical trials, and academic papers that
describe which supplements can effectively fight
cancer.
Understanding the science behind supplements
and vitamins allows you to make more informed
decisions about the cancer treatment and care
that's right for you.
Did you know?
There have been fake supplements on the market
for quite some time. Upon analysis, many
supplements were found to include DNA other
than the ingredients listed on the labels. Yikes!
Amazon, Wal-Mart, Target, and GNC have all
struggled to keep ineffective supplements out of
their stores. Amazon actually issued a warning to
customers, notifying them of the fake
supplements that were once available.
Read the article
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And once the storm is
over, you won’t
remember how you
made it through, how
you managed to survive.
You won’t even be sure
whether the storm is
really over. But one thing
is certain. When you
come out of the storm,
you won’t be the same
person who walked in.
That’s what this storm’s
all about.”

- Haruki Murakami
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Conducting the Wrong Research
If you’re like millions of other cancer patients, one
of the first things you do is research your cancer
diagnosis online and offline.
Now that we have the Internet, we can find
thousands, if not millions of resources about
various types of cancer, cancer treatment,
nutrition, clinical studies, and more.
The most important aspect of conducting
research online is finding research from
trustworthy resources with a proven record of
providing accurate information.
Clinical studies and research papers can be an
excellent resource for anyone facing cancer. As
you begin to read each document, take note of
some of the terminology used so you can have a
good understanding of each resource. Here are a
few definitions you should know and understand.
In vitro - Means within the glass.
Scientists usually use cells and cell cultures to
conduct the study.
In vivo - Means "within the living" commonly
used with rats and mice.
You can't assume that the outcome and results in
animals will be the same in humans.
Observational - Monitoring and collecting
information from patients. Treatment and
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intervention are not included in these studies.
Only correlations can be observed.
Clinical trials - Typically include some type of
intervention or change for the participants. A
change in diet, supplements, medication, and
exercise are a few examples.
Placebo - A fake treatment provided to a subset
of patients participating in the study.
Case-control studies - The comparison of two
groups and controls.
Cross-sectional studies - Gather data about a
population of people over time.
Single-blind study - Blind studies ensure the
subject does not know whether or not they are
receiving the treatment or placebo during the
duration of the study. Blinding helps prevent bias
in intervention studies.
Double-blind - Neither the researcher nor the
subject knows what treatment the subject is
receiving.
Randomized controlled trials (RCT) - One of the
best ways to conduct a study is the RCT. Here,
subjects are randomly assigned into one of at
least two groups. By randomly assigning subjects
meaning, the results of the study can be more
accurate.
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Meta-analysis- Combines data and analysis from
several studies to determine an overall
conclusion.
Systematic Reviews: Here, scientists and
researchers form a hypothesis and begin the
collection of data to determine whether or not
their hypothesis is correct.
Finding good clinical studies and research papers
can take a lot of time. Unfortunately, most cancer
patients don’t have much time to conduct the
research they need to make the best decisions
before their treatment begins.
I’ve been there.
That’s where a cancer coach can help.
I’ve compiled a list of the top clinical studies and
research papers, so you don’t have to locate the
research on your own.
Visit my Remission for Life Cancer Resource
Center and download the top clinical studies and
research papers for cancer.
Click Here.
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Selecting the Wrong Foods
Did you know?
Some foods have more cancer fighting properties
than others.
Our relationship with food can be very complex.
Much of what we eat is based on learned
behavior from our childhood. Macaroni and
cheese. Bologna sandwiches. Fruit Loops. When
we were children, we ate like children.
As we age and become more
dependent on the nutrients food
provides our perception of food
shifts from just eating for
pleasure to eating for health.
We learn that some foods like
sugar can cause inflammation,
and we should do without other
foods, like milk which can have
excess hormones.
Science has already determined
that there's a relationship
between food and cancer. Processed meats like
hot dogs, bologna, and cured ham or bacon
should be avoided to help reduce cancer
development and growth. It’s true.
Science also tested the relationship between food
and cancer suppression, even cancer cell death.
Blackberries, green tea, and mushrooms are just a
few of the cancer-fighting foods identified as true
cancer fighters.
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Poor Food Quality
One of the biggest challenges Americans face
today is our food supply. Over-farming, picking
foods before they are ripe, and pesticides can
weaken the nutrient density of our food.
The apple you eat today isn't as nutritious as the
apples our grandparents ate.
Understanding how food impacts cancer cell
death and growth is one of the most important
components to fighting cancer and staying in
remission.
To fight cancer, you’ll need a custom remission
plan that can keep you stay cancer-free.

Understanding how food impacts
cancer cell death and growth is
one of the most important
components to fighting cancer
and staying in remission.
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Not Understanding Why You
Developed Cancer
When I received my holistic cancer coaching
certification, a client asked me what the most
important thing I learned during the course was.
Once I thought about it, the entire course boiled
down to this. You have to address what caused
cancer, and fix that issue, so your body is no
longer a friendly host to the disease.
Several things can trigger cancer within the body.
Here’s a list of the top reasons people get this
disease.


Weak immune system



Overweight



Stress and anxiety



Chronic viruses



Hormone imbalance



Environmental toxins



Nutritional deficits

Obesity has been associated with cancer as well
as various carcinogens and toxins. Radiation has
been linked to cancer as well as nutritional
deficiencies, viruses, and excess hormones.
One of the most important things you can do is
to determine what caused your cancer. Once
you’ve determined that, you need to create a plan
to change that condition so you can stay in
remission long-term.
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When purchasing green tea,
make sure it has a high amount of
EGCG within each serving.
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Choosing the Wrong Cancer
Support Team
It takes a village to fight cancer. No one should
battle this disease alone.
Too often, though, cancer patients resist the help
and support of family and friends, not wanting to
be a "burden" to others.
Don't make that mistake.
Having the right team or "tribe" will not only help
to support you mentally, but human engagement
can provide the love and support needed to help
reduce stress and ease anxiety.
Studies show that patients with strong
connections with others have better clinical
outcomes than isolated patients and have little to
no human connection.
Your connection to people matters.
Here's a list of items cancer patients often need
help with:






Daily jokes
Chemo partners
Babysitting
Walking partner
House cleaning

As you determine what you need, make sure you
communicate that with your family and friends.
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Choosing the Wrong Doctors
Choosing the right cancer team and medical
facility can mean the difference between getting
the proper treatment and diagnosis and
managing multiple mistakes and errors.
An inexperienced doctor could literally kill you.
Some hospitals and healthcare systems do not
support clinical research studies. They're not
against clinical studies; they just don't have the
same access to clinical studies as other doctors
and hospitals.
As research doctors engage with patients and
understand their prognosis, they can easily access
the clinical studies and make a recommendation
to the patient if necessary.
Doctors from traditional health systems don't
always have the same access to clinical studies.
Once more, doctors from teaching hospitals often
meet and collaborate together, sharing
knowledge and providing insight into patient
cases. This is obviously a massive advantage for
cancer patients.
Now…for the inexperienced doctors.
My fiancé was misdiagnosed three times before
doctors found cancer in his body.
Chris had been having trouble breathing for quite
some time. Initially, we thought it was allergies,
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but after several weeks of ongoing coughing, he
decided to go to the doctor.
They examined him and requested an x-ray of his

Weeks later
Chris drove
himself to urgent
care because he
was struggling
to breath.

chest. He was told at that time that he had
pneumonia. The doctor ordered some antibiotics,
gave him an inhaler, and said he would feel
better.

He didn’t.
Weeks later, Chris drove himself to urgent care
because he was struggling to breathe. The
doctors x-rayed his chest again, confirmed the
pneumonia, and prescribed more drugs.
Another issue that arose was a mass on Chris’s
elbow. It was excruciating for him. The doctor,
during this visit, x-rayed the elbow and
determined that Chris had tendinitis and a type of
tennis elbow.
Chris was provided with a cuff for his elbow to
help move the tendon into the right position. He
was told it would take several weeks for his elbow
to fully heal.
We trusted the doctors, and unfortunately, we let
our guard down. We didn’t get a second opinion
or question their diagnosis.
How I wish we had insisted on an MRI!
Even after the cancer diagnosis, a series of
mistakes were made getting him ready for
treatment. Sometimes the wrong drug was
prescribed or often not prescribed at all.
There was a clear lack of coordination between
the oncologist, the radiologist, and the pharmacy.
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I also remember getting calls from the hospital
after Chris died even though the doctors had
been informed of his death…that sucked.
I created my Cancer Master Class to educate
patients about holistic cancer care that includes
the entire person mentally, physically, spiritually,
and emotionally.
Holistic care takes the entire patient into
consideration, not just traditional cancer
treatment.
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What We Learned
Cancer is a complex journey that requires multiple
approaches to treat the disease. Nutrition, stress,
chemotherapy, exercise….there are several things
that need to be considered to fully address the
challenges of cancer.
Unfortunately, most medical entities and

Trust the wait.

oncologists don’t address this holistic view. For

Embrace

radiation are the only answer.

the uncertainty.

We deserve better.

Enjoy the beauty

Join me as I gather the information we need to

of becoming…

I look forward to learning about your cancer

most doctors, chemotherapy, surgery, and

help us fight cancer and stay in remission for life.
journey.

When nothing
is certain,

Anything
is possible,

Remission for Life
Certified Holistic Cancer Coaching
RemissionLife.com
myremissionlife@gmail.com

Trust your journey.”
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